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Drawing on a case study of newswriting, this article presents media linguistics as a 
subdiscipline of applied linguistics (AL), dealing with a distinctive field of language use. 
Language in the media is characterized by specific environments, functions, and struc-
tures. Medialinguistic research, however, tends to overcome disciplinary boundaries. In 
multidisciplinary collaboration, it accesses a wide range of knowledge generation and 
transformation methods. In interdisciplinary collaboration, it contributes precise analy-
ses of situated linguistic activity to the development of empirically-grounded communi-
cation studies. In transdisciplinary collaboration, it tests these theories against reality and 
solves practical problems. The article first outlines such a practical problem (Section 1). 
After explaining key concepts of media lingustics (2), it focuses on the linguistics of 
newswriting (3) and four related research methods (4). Finally, it discusses how the value 
media linguistics can add to both theory and practice of language use and the media (5).

1. The Leba case study: Staging the story by changing one word
How do communication professionals get their messages across? Why does news production change 
in increasingly multilingual environments? And, very generally, what is the role of language in a 
globally connected, multi-semiotic, and mediatized world? Answering such questions on empirical 
grounds requires medialinguistic approaches. Often, these approaches combine theories and meth-
ods from (applied) linguistics, on the one hand, and media and communication studies, on the other. 
Also, media linguistic research tends to integrate practitioners’ views in transdisciplinary projects. 
Such endeavors result in systematic reflections of the value that findings can add to both theory and 
practice — and in empirically based practical measures such as training journalists for improving 
their writing processes, advising media institutions businesses for improving their policies.

In this article I use an example from my research to illustrate key concepts and procedures 
of media linguistics, such as recontextualization in intertextual chains of newsflows as well as the 
interplay between emergence and routines in newsrooms. Second, the practical example is meant 
to illustrate that media constitute a socially important area of activity whose language use can differ 
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from the way in which language is used in other domains. The example is outlined in the next para-
graphs (Section 1) and further developed throughout the text, when I explain questions of combin-
ing disciplines (2), epistemological interests of linguistics of newswriting (3), a set of complemen-
tary research methods (4) and outcomes for theory and practice (5) .

Public service broadcasting companies are among the most important broadcasting companies 
in Europe. The Swiss public broadcaster, SRG SSR, has the highest ratings in the country. As a public 
service institution, SRG has a federal, societal, cultural, and linguistic mandate to fulfill: promote so-
cial integration by promoting public understanding between social groups such as urban and rural, 
poor and rich, lay persons and experts, immigrants and Swiss citizens. As a media enterprise, how-
ever, SRG is subject to market and competitive forces. Losing audience would mean losing public 
importance and legitimacy for public funding. The Idée suisse research project, used as an example 
in this article, investigated how those working for the broadcaster deal with these two key expecta-
tions they experience as basically contradictory.

Epistemologically, the researchers aimed at reconstructing promoting public understanding 
as the interplay between situated linguistic activity and social structures throughout levels and 
timescales, from the minutes and hours of writing processes in the newsroom to the years and 
decades of societal change. The research questions and the theoretical approach led to four project 
modules, focusing on media policy (module A), media management (B), media production (C), and 
media reflection (D). The result was a detailed insight into stakeholders’ conflicting expectations 
and stances. Media policy expects public media to promote public understanding through their 
communicational offers, whereas media management considers implementing the mandate as in-
feasible or irrelevant in the face of market pressures. Grounded in these data, the mid-range theory 
of promoting public understanding was developed (Perrin, 2013, 8).

A key inference from this theory is that, for the case of SRG SSR, if solutions of bringing to-
gether public and market demands cannot be revealed in the management suites of the organization, 
they have to be looked for in the newsrooms. This meant a focus on journalistic practices in the 
second phase of the project. In module D (i.e. journalists’ metadiscourse) verbal data were analyzed, 
just as in modules A and B. Module C (i.e. journalists’ media production) however, focused on ob-
servable text production activity. 120 newswriting processes were analyzed and contextualized with 
knowledge about: explicit editorial norms of text production; writers’ individual and organizational 
situations; and writers’ individual and shared language awareness. One example of this linguistic 
newsroom ethnography is the Leba case.

The Leba case study investigates the production of a news piece about demonstrations in 
Lebanon. These demonstrations occurred in a context of ethnic and religious diversity as well as ex-
pansion plans of neighboring countries repeatedly threatening national unity in Lebanon. In 2005, 
the Lebanese Prime Minister, Rafik Hariri, was killed in a bomb attack, and on February 14, 2007, 
the second anniversary of the assassination was commemorated with a national demonstration in 
Beirut. Télévision Suisse Romande started covering the topic in the noon issue of Téléjournal. 
While European media often report on politically motivated violence in Lebanon, the journalist 
R.G. highlighted peaceful aspects of the demonstrations in his news piece. The Leba case illustrates 
the medialinguistic key concept of recontextualization (1.1). Also, and more importantly, it docu-
ments the emergence and implementation of the idea to change one particular word and use it as a 
leitmotif of a news piece (Section 1.2).
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1.1 Focus on recontextualization
A first detail from the Leba case that matters for the present article is the intertextual chain the 
journalist draws on. In his new item, R.G. integrates quotes, utterances from protesters in Lebanon, 
which are recorded by a video journalist (VJ) and then selected and modified by, first, a Lebanese 
television station; second, by global newswires; third, by Swiss national television SRG SSR; and 
fourth, by the Téléjournal (TJ) newsroom (Figure 1). Step by step, the utterance is recontextual-
ized, shifted from one context to another. In this process, the semiotic means the protester used to 
express her stance is repeatedly reconstructed and thus nested in textual and communicative envi-
ronments. These environments are influenced by agents and their stance(s) throughout the media 
system (Perrin, 2012).
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Protester VJ Local TV Newswires SRG SSR TJ
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Figure 1. The intertextual chain from a protester’s comment to the quote in a Téléjournal news piece 
(Perrin, 2013, 28).

1.2 Focus on emergence
At the 9:30 morning conference of the Téléjournal newsroom team on February 14, 2007, R.G. 
received the assignment to prepare an item about demonstrations in Lebanon for the noon edition 
of the Téléjournal. He found the deadline tight, which helped make him concentrate on the main 
topic: tens of thousands of demonstrators from all over Lebanon streaming into Beirut on the sec-
ond anniversary of the killing of Prime Minister Rafik Hariri. They were protesting against the pos-
sibility of renewed civil war that would partition their country among neighboring countries and, 
above all, Syria’s influence. So far there had been no violence — however, after the two Syrian terror 
acts of the previous day, new violence was what demonstrators were afraid of, R.G. says.

In an early phase in the writing process, R.G. wrote the voiceover for an introductory scene. The 
scene shows how people traveled en masse to the demonstration by boat. Finding these boats in the 
video material surprised him, he says. In his very first sentence, R.G. refers to another fact new to 
him: as he just learns from the news service, the Lebanese had that day off. So the beginning of the 
product was shaped by details that were new to the experienced journalist.

He then took a closer look at the pictures that were new to him and made a revision of a 
word that turned out to be the pivot point of the whole writing process. In the first sentence of the 
second paragraph, R.G. had first talked about an expressway to describe the direct route over the 
Mediterranean sea, “la voie express de la méditerrannée”. While interweaving the text with the im-
ages, R.G. realized that a tranquil path, “la voie tranquille”, would better fit the slow journey of a 
boat. So he deleted “express” and inserted “tranquille” instead.

With “tranquille” R.G. found the leitmotif of his item. In the retrospective verbal protocol re-
corded after the writing process, R.G. says that he loves the adjective because it corresponds not only 
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to the image of the boats but also to the tranquility of the demonstration. He expects the “tranquil” 
to resonate in the minds of the audience. Just as consciously, he talks about using the term “drapeau 
libanais”, the Lebanese flag, as a symbol of the demonstrators’ desire for political independence. The 
same is true for the term “résonnent”, resonate: explosions from Syrian terror attacks had not simply 
happened the previous day, they were reverberating in the minds of the demonstrators.

Working with these visually attractive leitmotifs, R.G. overcame the critical situation of using 
brash stereotypes when under time pressure. Instead of catering to the market and resorting to 
predictable images that could overshadow publicly relevant developments, he absorbed his source 
material, listened to what was being said, and discerned what was important in the pictures. By do-
ing so, he was able to discover a gentle access to the topic that allowed him to produce a coherent and 
fresh story and at the same time managed to reflect the political finesse required by his TV station’s 
mandate of promoting public understanding.

2. Disciplines and beyond: Outlining media linguistics
The problem of promoting public understanding under time pressure illustrates that media con-
stitute a socially important area of activity whose language use can differ from the way in which 
language is used in other domains. This language use in media — and in a narrower sense, in jour-
nalistic media — is the focus of interest of media linguistics. Media linguistics is the subdiscipline of 
(applied) linguistics that deals with the relationship between language and media (e.g. Perrin 2013).

As a subdiscipline situated between the theoretical and the applied variants of linguistics, me-
dia linguistics is guided by theory and practice. Guided by theory, it uses data from media settings to 
answer research questions raised by linguistics itself, such as language change in everyday contexts. 
Guided by practice, it clarifies problems of media practice with linguistic tools — and in doing so 
also assesses the scope of the theory (e.g. Candlin & Sarangi 2004, 3). The scientific discipline and 
professional field are therefore related to one another as shown below (Figure 2).

Scientific discipline

Professional discipline Media practice

Applied linguisticsTheoretical linguistics

Media linguistics

Theoretical questions: why?…
Practical questions: how?…

Figure 2. Media linguistics as a subdiscipline of linguistics, interacting with media practice

Media linguistics, guided by theoretical research interests, can use insights from cases such as Leba 
to investigate, for example, how language users deal with other people’s utterances. More generally, 
theoretically-oriented media linguistics analyzes how production conditions of, e.g., journalistic 
media influence language use within these media, and, in reverse, how language use also influences 
the use and ultimately the social meaning of media, e.g. in journalism (e.g. Bell & Garrett, 1998; 
Boyd-Barret, 1994; Cotter, 2010; Fairclough, 1995; Fowler, 1991; Kress, 1986; Montgomery, 2007). 
Guided by practice, it can search for language use that, for example, helps journalists handle quotes 
or leifmotifs in ways that foster public understanding.

From both theoretical and practical perspectives, all media-linguistic research can be situated 
in an internal (2.1) and an external (2.2) structure of the discipline.
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2.1 Internal structure of media linguistics
So what is the primary interest of media linguistics? The table below provides a schematic answer 
(Figure 3). It shows the field of language use in public discourse. The field is categorized into key 
issues of medialinguistic research. They specify and connect types of users, activities, and linguistic 
descriptions of language.

Research questions concerning Language users

Sources Media Audiences Public

Language activity Production … scope 2 scope 1

Reception … … scope 3 …

Language description Synchronic … scope 4 …

Diachronic scope 5 … …

Figure 3. Categorization of medialinguistic research questions

– Language users: the participants in public communication are the sources, the media produc-
ers, the target audiences, and the general public. Sources, media producers, and target audi-
ences are directly involved in journalistic communication. The general public is involved indi-
rectly, for instance when they participate in media blogs or talk to journalists or sources after 
reading, viewing, or listening (e.g. Lacey 2013) to media items (scope 1).

– Language activity: journalistic communication often restricts language users to either producer 
or receiver roles. Media producers, for example, create media items (scope 2), and target audi-
ences receive them (scope 3). In communicative events such as research discussions or blogs, 
however, quick switching between producer and receiver roles is common (e.g. Messner & 
Watson DiStaso 2008).

– Language description: linguistics considers language synchronically, at one point in time, or 
diachronically, over the course of time. A synchronic description can indicate which special-
ized journalistic terms denote quotes (scope 4). A diachronic description can reveal language 
change over centuries (e.g. Studer 2008) or show whether and how one language influences 
another — for example how the language of sources can influence the language of journalistic 
media (scope 5).

2.2 External structure of media linguistics
Scientific disciplines can be not only too wide for specific research, but also too narrow (e.g. 
Meyerhoff 2003, Sarangi & Van Leeuwen 2003). Inquiries into suitable methodology or into lan-
guage use in journalistic media, for example, extend beyond media linguistics in general or the 
linguistics of newswriting in particular. They call for approaches that reach across several disciplines 
(e.g. Rampton 2008).

– In multidisciplinary research, scientific disciplines cooperate by addressing shared research 
questions. In the Idée suisse project, for example, writing research and methodology share 
their interest in methods to capture writing processes at the workplace. Their contributions to 
a methodological framework complement each other. Methodology brings in knowledge about 
triangulating methods; writing research contributes knowledge about key logging at computer 
workplaces.
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– In interdisciplinary research, scientific disciplines collaborate by addressing shared research 
questions and also by developing methods or theories together. The mid-range theory of pro-
moting public understanding (see above, Part 1), for example, draws on integrated knowledge 
from linguistics, sociology and journalism studies. Throughout the project, scientific disciplines 
collaborated to explain conditions and consequences of writing practices (writing research) in 
journalism (journalism studies) as a socially relevant (sociology) field of language use (applied 
linguistics).

– In transdisciplinary research, scientific disciplines collaborate with non-scientific fields in order 
to create shared knowledge and solve real-world problems. Identifying experienced journalists’ 
knowledge and making it available (through transformational processes such as generalization, 
exemplification, etc.) for the entire media organization requires the involvement and participa-
tion of practitioners throughout the project. Only then can professionals’ everyday theories be 
accessed and developed, leading to concerted, solution-oriented theory building.

The complexity of collaboration increases gradually: multidisciplinary collaboration allows for the 
interdisciplinary developments needed for transdisciplinary solutions to practical problems. These 
problems, such as promoting public understanding, usually require the knowledge of more than one 
scientific discipline.

3. Epistemological interests: The example of linguistics of newswriting
Compared to theoretical or applied linguistics in general, media linguistics is a narrower sub-
discipline. However, upon closer examination it still addresses a huge variety of research fields. 
Investigating language change in the context of news media is quite different from analyzing media 
interviews. The production of news is yet another research field, with specific research questions, 
methods, and theoretical approaches. It is the application field of the linguistics of newswriting. In 
other words, the linguistics of newswriting is the area within media linguistics that investigates the 
linguistically-based practices of professional news production (e.g. Perrin 2003, Van Hout & Jacobs 
2008, Perrin 2013). The social setting that the linguistics of newswriting is interested in is the news-
room. The relevant contextual resources are the global and local newsflows, media organizations, 
and public discourse (e.g. Machin & Niblock 2006, Van Dijk 2001).

The key language users (see above, Figure 3) in the linguistics of newswriting are the journalists 
and editors as individuals and editorial teams or media organizations as collectives. They are in close 
contact with their sources and in permanent indirect contact with their audiences. Social media ac-
celerate and intensify interaction between these agent groups.

The linguistic activity highlighted in the linguistics of newswriting is collaborative writing. In a 
narrow understanding, writing is limited to the production of written language. In a broader sense, 
writing in multimodal environments such as newsrooms encompasses all linguistically-based ed-
iting at the interface of text, sound and pictures. In addition, writing processes include reading 
phases, for example reading source texts.

All these processes take time. Therefore, the linguistics of newswriting considers the dynamics 
of text production. In a large timeframe, workflows in the newsroom are analyzed. In a medium 
timeframe, writing sessions to produce a particular news piece are investigated. In a narrow time-
frame, the focus is on single decisions during the writing process.

Guided by practice, the linguistics of newswriting clarifies and solves problems of media prac-
tice with linguistic tools. In doing so, it also assesses the scope of the theories applied. The Leba case, 
for example, has shown how an experienced journalist as a “reflective practitioner” (Schön 1983) 
used a leitmotif to bridge policy and market expectations. He acted according to the mid-range 
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theory of promoting public understanding. Exploiting such findings to solve practical problems 
requires knowledge transformation.

As an object of knowledge generation and transformation in research projects, newswriting is 
shaped by the epistemological interests of the disciplines involved. Depending on epistemological 
interests, it has been conceptualized, for example, as language use (3.1), as writing at work (3.2), or 
as providing media content (3.3). The gap left by the three disciplines is the analysis of journalistic 
writing activities in context (4).

3.1 Newswriting as language use
In the semiotic understanding of the term, even animals and computers communicate with lan-
guages. Linguistics, on the other hand, concentrates on human language, which it understands as 
human competence, a sign system, and individual utterances. Thus, linguistics reconstructs its ma-
terial object in three formal “objects of linguistics” (De Saussure 1916).

Language is, first, the capacity of people to guide cognitive and communicative processes with 
verbal signs; second, a system of verbal signs that, third, serves as a basis for a linguistic commu-
nity’s concrete expression of units of a language. Linguists have conceptualized their object of study 
as a system of signs used for communication (e.g. Sapir 1921); as the entirety of all possible utter-
ances in a language community (e.g. Bloomfield 1926); as the set of sentences in a formal system 
(Chomsky 1957); or as an “activity basically of four kinds: speaking, listening, writing and reading” 
(Halliday, McIntosh & Strevens 1964: 9). A theoretically oriented media linguistics can use the easily 
accessible linguistic data from media environments to analyze problems language use in general:

– In terms of human capacity, language is the genetically-determined, neurophysiologically-
based talent of people to communicate and think linguistically. All humans are capable of ex-
changing information about things that are far beyond the immediate communication situa-
tion by using language. In the Leba case , the journalist tells the audience about demonstrations 
in another part of the world that refer to events from another point in time.

– In terms of a system of verbal signs, language is what is used for communication by a particular 
community. The media item in the Leba case draws on two quotes, one in Arabic and one in 
English, both translated into French for the target audience of the news program.

– In terms of concrete traces of “using language” (Clark 1996), language consists of utterances 
and material representations. “Voie tranquille”, the tranquil way as a leitmotif by the Leba jour-
nalist, represents a stretch of language, a noun phrase consisting of two short words, a total of 
fourteen characters and one blank, written and spoken on February 14, 2007. However, what 
language use means in contexts such as “human knowledge”, the “understanding of social ac-
tion” and the “mediation of social relations” (Sealey & Carter 2004: 44), remains to be clarified.

Researching language use means first and foremost examining stretches of verbal signs. They are the 
result of language use and form the basis for new language use. That is how language production, 
products and comprehension interact as “structured social contexts within which people seek to 
pursue their interests” (Sealey & Carter 2004: 18). The processes of language use can be investigated 
as individual cognitive activity, as social activity, or as socio-cognitive activity (Figure 4).

For the leitmotif and the quotes in the Leba case described above (Part 1), this four-fold ap-
proach to language (e.g. Brumfit, 2001, 55–56; Cicourel, 1975; Filliettaz, 2002; Leont’ev, 1971; 
Vygotsky, 1978) means:

– As stretches of language used, the quotes of the leitmotif appear in a news piece and are implic-
itly or explicitly related to former texts and contexts. Whereas the audience can see and hear 
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where the quotes come from, most of them will not link the tranquil way to express way, which 
is what the boat connection is called in the region the item reports on.

– As cognitively based activity, the use of the leitmotif provides evidence of the journalist’s 
knowledge about dramaturgy, stereotypes, metaphors, and the region his item covers.

– As a socially-based activity, it shows that other journalists reproduce narratives and stereo-
types, in this case about the violence in Lebanon.

– As an individually reflected socio-cognitive activity, finally, the leitmotif and the approval of 
it in the subsequent newsroom conference show how individuals can willingly vary or even 
change the narratives reproduced in newsrooms and societies.

3.2 Newswriting as writing at work
Writing research conceptualizes writing as the production of texts, as cognitive problem solving 
(e.g. Cooper & Matsuhashi 1983), and as the collaborative practice of social meaning making (e.g. 
Gunnarsson 1997, Lillis 2013, Prior 2006). It investigates writing through laboratory experiments 
and field research. Experimental research explains cognitive activities such as micro pauses for plan-
ning. Field studies provide knowledge about writing processes in settings such as school and pro-
fessions. The present state of research results from paradigm shifts (e.g. Schultz 2006) including a 
first one from products to processes and a second one from the lab experiment to the field study in 
real-life settings.

– In a first paradigm shift, the focus of interest moved from the product to the process. Researchers 
started to go beyond final text versions and authors’ subjective reports about their writing ex-
perience (e.g. Hodge 1979, Pitts 1982). Draft versions from different stages in a writing process 
were compared. Manuscripts were analyzed for traces of revision processes, such as cross-outs 
and insertions. This approach is still practiced in the field of literary writing, where archival 
research reveals the genesis of masterpieces (e.g. Bazerman 2008, Grésillon 1997).

– A second paradigm shift took research from the laboratory to “real life” (Van der Geest 1996). 
Researchers moved from testing subjects with experimental tasks (e.g. Rodriguez & Severinson-
Eklundh 2006) to workplace ethnography (e.g. Bracewell 2003), for example to describe pro-
fessionals’ writing expertise (e.g. Beaufort 2005). Later, ethnography was complemented by 
recordings of writing activities (e.g. Latif 2008), such as keylogging. The first multimethod ap-
proach that combined ethnography and keylogging at the workplace was progression analysis 
(see Section 4.1).

Writing research in the field of journalism sees newswriting as a reproductive process in which 
professionals contribute to glocalized (Khondker 2004) newsflows by transforming source texts into 

Research focus Social

− +

Cognitive − language used language use as situated activity
giving indirect access to socio-cultural 
structures: settings and resources

+ language use as situated activity
giving indirect access to individual
structures: psychobiography

language use as situated activity
giving indirect access to individually
reflected sociocultural structures

Figure 4. Language use as situated activity and an interface to cognitive and social resources
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public target texts. This happens at collaborative digital workplaces (e.g. Hemmingway 2007), in 
highly standardized formats and timeframes, and in recursive phases such as goal setting, planning, 
formulating, revising, and reading. Conflicts between routine and creativity, or speed and accuracy, 
are to be expected.

3.3 Newswriting as providing content for journalistic media
Communication and media studies foreground the media aspect of newswriting and reflect on the 
nature of the media concept in general. In a very broad view, various objects can serve as a medium 
in communication: a sound wave carrier such as the air, a status symbol such as a car, or a system 
of signs such as the English language. In a stricter sense, a medium is a technical means or instru-
ment to produce, store, reproduce, and transmit signs. However, this definition is still very broad. 
Media could mean all technical communication media such as postcards, the intranet, and even a 
public address system. Every form of communication except face-to-face conversations uses such 
technical tools.

Therefore, media in the sense used here means news media. A news medium is a technical 
means used to produce and publish communication offers of public importance under economic 
conditions (e.g. Luhmann 1996). With this focused media concept, media linguistics refers to an 
independent and socially relevant field of language application, similar to forensic, clinical, or or-
ganizational linguistics. News medium is socially, economically, and communicatively more strictly 
defined than medium.

– Communication offers of public importance contribute to the production of public knowledge and 
understanding in societies whose “institutions of opinion” (Myers 2005) reach far. Abandoning 
the stereotype of violent people in Lebanon, and realizing that demonstrations there can be 
tranquil and peaceful, fosters social understanding in a regionally (e.g. Androutsopoulos 2010) 
and globally (e.g. Blommaert 2010) connected world.

– Economic conditions means the obligation to create value as a “constrained author” (Reich 
2010) in work-sharing, technology-based (e.g. Pavlik 2000, Plesner 2009), and routinized (e.g. 
Berkowitz 1992) production processes (e.g. Baisnée and Dominique 2006). The protesters’ 
quotes go through an intertextual chain of economic value production. At each station, jour-
nalists select source materials, revise them, and sell them to new addressees.

– To publish means the professional activity of disseminating “content” (e.g. Carpentier and De 
Cleen 2008) outside of the production situation, to audiences unknown as individuals. The 
Téléjournal newsroom addresses an audience that can only be described statistically, using 
sampling techniques and projections.

4. Methods: Combining perspectives on media-related language use
When focusing on newswriting, media linguistics needs research methods to generate data about 
writing activities in complex contexts. The next sections present the four research methods applied 
in the Idée suisse and related research projects, using them as examples of how to investigate news-
writing practices as application fields of language use — and as windows onto cognitive and societal 
structures and processes. These methods are: version analysis (4.1), progression analysis (4.2), varia-
tion analysis (4.3), and metadiscourse analysis (4.4). In the Idée suisse and similar projects, such 
methods are often triangulated in a multimethod approach (4.5).
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4.1 Tracking intertextual chains with version analysis
Linguistics investigates first and foremost stretches of language, linguistic products (e.g. McCarthy 
2001: 115). From this product perspective (see above, Section 3.1), a media linguistics that focuses 
on what is special in newswriting will emphasize the intertextual chains within news flows: new 
texts are quickly and constantly created from earlier ones. What happens to the linguistic products 
in this process can be determined with version analysis.

Version analysis is the method of collecting and analyzing data in order to reconstruct the 
changes that linguistic features undergo in intertextual chains. The basis for comparing versions is 
text analysis. Version analyses trace linguistic products and elaborate on the changes in text features 
from version to version throughout intertextual chains. The quotes from the protesters in the Leba 
item, for example, have been serially processed by at least five stations of intertextual reporting and, 
at the same time, of economic value production (Section 1.1). Some prominent media linguistic 
studies draw on version analyses to reveal how news changes throughout the intertextual chains 
(e.g. Van Dijk 1988, Bell 1991: 56 ff.; Luginbühl, Baumberger, Schwab & Burger 2002, Robinson 
2009, Lams 2011).

A frequent variant of version analysis compares text versions before and after revision pro-
cesses. Newswriting analyses can contrast, for example, text versions at four production states: after 
drafting, after the journalist’s office sessions, after video editing, and after speaking the news in 
the booth. A minimal, non-comparative variant of version analysis is the text analysis of a single 
version, with implicit or explicit reference to other versions that were not explicitly analyzed (e.g. 
Ekström 2001). This variant of version analysis is widespread in the framework of Critical Discourse 
Analysis (Van Dijk 2001; see also critiques by Stubbs 1997 or Widdowson 2000).

Comparing various versions of finished texts is sufficient to gain knowledge about how texts are 
adapted from version to version. However, version analysis fails to provide any information about 
whether the journalists were conscious of their actions when re-contextualizing or engaging in oth-
er practices of text production; whether the practices are typical of certain media with certain target 
audiences; or whether the issues associated with those practices are discussed and negotiated in the 
editorial offices. To generate such knowledge, additional methodological approaches are required.

4.2 Tracing writing processes with progression analysis
Linguistics can treat language as an interface between situated activity and cognitive structures and 
processes. From this cognitive perspective (Section 3.1), a media linguistics interested in the par-
ticularities of newswriting will emphasize individuals’ language-related decisions inside and outside 
the newsrooms. What exactly do individual journalists do when they create customized items at the 
quick pace of media production? What are they trying to do, and why do they do it the way they do? 
This is what progression analysis captures.

Progression analysis is the multimethod approach of collecting and analyzing data in natural 
contexts in order to reconstruct text production processes as a cognitively-controlled and socially-an-
chored activity. It combines ethnographic observation, interviews, computer logging, and cue-based 
retrospective verbalizations to gather linguistic and contextual data. The approach was developed to 
investigate newswriting (e.g. Perrin 2003, Sleurs, Jacobs & Van Waes 2003, Van Hout & Jacobs 2008) 
and later transferred to other application fields of writing research, such as children’s writing process-
es (e.g. Gnach, Wiesner, Bertschi-Kaufmann & Perrin 2007) and translation (e.g. Ehrensberger-Dow 
& Perrin 2009). With progression analysis, data are obtained and related on three levels.

Before writing begins, progression analysis determines through interviews and observations 
what the writing situation is (e.g. Quandt 2008) and what experience writers draw on to guide their 
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actions. Important factors include the writing task, professional socialization, and economic, insti-
tutional, and technological influences on the work situation. In the Idée suisse project, data on the 
self-perception of the journalists investigated were obtained in semi-standardized interviews about 
their psychobiography, primarily in terms of their writing and professional experience, and their 
workplace. In addition, participatory and video observations were made about the various kinds of 
collaboration at the workplace.

During writing, progression analysis records every keystroke and writing movement in the 
emerging text with keylogging (e.g. Flinn 1987; Lindgren & Sullivan 2006, Spelman Miller 2006) 
and screenshot recording programs (e.g. Degenhardt 2006, Silva 2012) that run in the background 
of the text editing programs the journalists usually use, for instance behind the user interfaces of the 
news editing systems. The recording can follow the writing process over several workstations and 
does not influence the performance of the editing system or the journalist.

When the writing is done, progression analysis records what the writers say about their activi-
ties. Preferably immediately after completing the writing process, writers view on the screen how 
their texts came into being. While doing so, they continuously comment on what they did when 
writing and why they did it. An audio recording is made of these cue-based retrospective verbal 
protocols (RVP). This level of progression analysis opens a window onto the mind of the writer. The 
question is what can be recognized through this window: certainly not the all of the decisions and 
only the decisions that the author actually made, but rather the decisions that an author could have 
made in principle (e.g. Camps 2003, Ericsson & Simon 1993, Hansen 2006, Levy, Marek, and Lea 
1996, Smagorinsky 2001). The RVP is transcribed and then encoded as the author’s verbalization of 
aspects of his or her language awareness: writing strategies, and conscious writing practices.

The data of these three stages complement each other to provide a multi-perspective, vivid 
picture of the object of study. In sum, progression analysis allows researchers to consider all the 
revisions to the text as well as all the electronic resources accessed during the production process; 
to trace the development of the emerging media item; and, finally, to reconstruct collaboration at 
media workplaces from different perspectives. The main focus of progression analysis, however, is 
the individual’s cognitive and manifest processes of writing. Social structures such as public man-
dates, organizational routines, and editorial policies are reconstructed through the perspectives of 
the individual agents involved: the writers under investigation. If editorial offices or even media 
organizations are to be investigated with respect to how they produce their texts as a social activ-
ity, then progression analysis has to be supplemented by two other methods: variation analysis and 
metadiscourse analysis.

4.3 Revealing audience design with variation analysis
Linguistics can treat language as an interface between situated activity and social structures and pro-
cesses. From this social perspective (Section 3.1), a media linguistics interested in the particularities 
of newswriting will focus on how social groups such as editorial teams design and customize their 
linguistic products for their target audiences. Which linguistic means and parameters, for example 
which gradient of formality, does an editorial office choose for which addressees? This is what varia-
tion analysis captures.

Variation analysis is the method of collecting and analyzing text data to reconstruct the special 
features of the language of a certain discourse community. The basis for comparing versions is dis-
course analysis. Variation analyses investigate the type and frequency of typical features of certain 
language users’ productions in certain kinds of communication situations, such as newswriting for 
a specific audience. What variation analysis helps to discern is the differences between the language 
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used in different situations by the same users (e.g. Koller 2004) or by various users in similar situa-
tions (e.g. Fang 1991, Werlen 2000).

In the Idée suisse project, variation analyses show systematic differences between the three 
news programs investigated. The relation of item length and cuts, for example, document a high-
er pace of pictures in the French Téléjournal (4.5 sec. on average between visible cuts) than in 
the German Tagesschau (8.5 sec.) and 10 vor 10 (7 sec.). Similarly, variation analyses can reveal 
whether language properties of the newscast Tagesschau and the newsmagazine 10 vor 10, com-
peting in the same German television program of the Swiss public broadcaster, differ according to 
their program profiles.

Such broadly-based variation analysis is able to show the special features of the language used 
in certain communities or media. However, what the method gains in width compared with a meth-
od such as progression analysis, it loses in depth. Why a community prefers to formulate its texts 
in a certain way and not another cannot be captured by variation analysis. It would be possible to 
regain some of that depth by using a procedure that examines not only the text products, but also 
the institutionalized discourses connected with them — the comments of the community about its 
joint efforts.

4.4 Investigating language policy-ing with metadiscourse analysis
Linguistics can treat language as an interface between situated activity and cognitive and social 
structures and processes. From this socio-cognitive perspective (Section 3.1), a media linguistics 
interested in the particularities of newswriting will focus on editorial metadiscourse, such as quality 
control discourse at editorial conferences or negotiations between journalists, anchors, and cutters. 
What do the various stakeholders think about their communicational offers? How do they evaluate 
their activity in relation to policies — and how do they reconstruct and alter those policies?

Metadiscourse analysis is the method of collecting and analyzing data in order to reconstruct 
the socially- and individually-anchored (language) awareness in a discourse community or com-
municative setting. The basis for analyzing the metadiscourse of text production is conversation and 
discourse analysis.

Metadiscourse analyses investigate spoken and written communication about language and 
language use. This includes metaphors used when talking about writing (e.g. Gravengaard 2012, 
Levin & Wagner 2006), explicit planning or criticism of communication measures (e.g., Peterson 
2001), the clarification of misunderstandings and conversational repair (e.g. Häusermann 2007), 
and follow-up communication by audiences (e.g. Klemm 2000). In all these cases, the participants’ 
utterances show how their own or others’ communicational efforts and offers have been perceived, 
received, understood, and evaluated. The analysis explains how rules of language use are explicitly 
negotiated and applied in a community.

In the Leba case, due to a computer crash, the journalist lacks the time to discuss his item 
with the cutter. In other case stories from the Idée suisse project, however, cutters challenge the 
journalists’ ethics and esthetics or appear as critical audience representatives. On a macro level of 
the project, interviews and document analyses reveal policy makers’ and media managers’ contra-
dictory evaluation of and expectations towards the broadcasters’ — and the journalists’ — ability to 
promote public understanding.

The focus of metadiscourse analysis, thus, scales up from negotiations about emerging texts 
at writers’ workplaces to organizational quality control discourse and related discussions in society 
at large. Integrating metadiscourse analyses extends the reach of progression analysis from a single 
writer’s micro activity to societal macro structures.
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4.5 Combining perspectives with multimethod approaches
The four above approaches (version analysis, progression analysis, variation analysis, and metadis-
course analysis) each capture overlapping facets of newswriting from their own perspectives, for ex-
ample the source material, the work context, the thought patterns, the sequences of revisions in the 
writing process, the text products, the news programs, the editorial mission statement and policy, 
and the internal and external evaluation and development of norms. Within these facets, each ap-
proach has its own focus (Figure 5).

Language as → Product Activity

Cognitive Social Socio-cognitive

Method →
Object facets ↓

Version
analysis

Progression
analysis

Variation
analysis

Metadiscourse
analysis

Source material text chain

Work context workplace, …

Thought patterns writing strategy

Revisions writing activity

End products final version

News program program profile

Policy mission, …

Evaluation norm discourse

Figure 5. Medialinguistic methods as complementary approaches

The next table (Figure 6) illustrates the interplay of the four methods by using the leitmotif ex-
ample from the Leba case where he journalist changes “voie express” to “voie tranquille” (see above, 
Section 1.2).

Language as → Product Activity

Individual Social Socio-cognitive

Method →
Object ↓

Version
analysis

Progression
analysis

Variation
analysis

Metadiscourse
analysis

Phenomenon:
voie express >
voie tranquille

reframes!

consciously? consciously!

systematically? systematically!

approved? approved!

Statics result activity standards approval

Dynamics revision emergence contrast dissemination

Figure 6. The emergent leitmotif in the Leba case, as captured with the four complementary methods
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A micro version analysis comparing the first and the last version of the corresponding sentence 
shows the difference: one word has changed. The researcher interprets this revision as a reframing 
of the boat’s speed and, in a wider context, of the activities the media item reports.

However, only progression analysis provides evidence that the journalist consciously changed 
the word to use it as a leitmotif. Moreover, progression analysis indicates that this idea emerged 
when the experienced journalist was surprised by details from the source materials he carefully read 
and watched.

A variation analysis contrasting processes and products by experienced and less experienced 
journalists then can reveal experience to be a strong predictor for success in handling critical situa-
tions and for results with a high potential to promote public understanding.

A metadiscourse analysis, finally, can show whether the journalist’s emergent solution is ap-
proved in the following editorial conference, and whether it corresponds, on a macro level, to the ex-
pectations of both media managers and policy makers. Such successful emergent solutions deserve 
to be disseminated through knowledge transformation measures.

The preceding methodological discussion has shown that newswriting is accessible from four 
perspectives and that each perspective calls for suitable methods. Questions about cognitive prac-
tices, for instance, can only be addressed using insights into cognitive relationships; the same is 
true for social practices and their interactions. Investigating stretches of language in a “one-size 
fits all approach“ (Richardson, 2007, 76) is not enough — it cannot explain what is special about 
journalistic news production (e.g. Philo, 2007) and fails to reveal structures that “cannot be directly 
observed” (Ó Riain, 2009, 294).

5. Outcome: Adding value through knowledge transformation
Applications in applied linguistics raise the question of practical outcomes. In the case of media lin-
guistics, such outcomes basically consist of knowledge transfer and transformation between media 
practitioners and researchers, for example in identifying critical situations and good practices. This 
last part of the chapter draws on the Leba case study to explain four outcome-related key problems 
and solutions of media linguistics.

Doing media linguistics in order to identify good practices only makes sense if stakeholders are 
interested in the resulting knowledge — and share their knowledge successfully (5.1). Transforming 
and sharing knowledge between a scientific discipline, such as applied linguistics, and a profes-
sional discipline, such as journalism, requires different understandings of knowledge to be clarified. 
Sciences condense systematic knowledge into theories that allow for systematic contextualization 
and reflection (5.2). Professional knowledge, in contrast, is oriented towards practical solutions, but 
tends to suffer from a lack of overall perspective (5.3). Applied linguistics aims at mapping the two 
approaches (5.4).

5.1 Making tacit knowledge explicit
If applied linguistics wants to contribute to solving practical problems (e.g. AILA 2011, Knapp this 
issue), such as promoting public understanding in a context of contradictory expectations, it has 
to generalize empirical findings and formulate suggestions. Generalizing consists of, for example, 
translating experienced practitioners’ tacit knowledge into mid-range theories about what works 
under which conditions (Pawson & Tilley 1997). Formulating suggestions, in reverse, consists of 
finding ways to help practitioners learn from others and from theory. This is what is termed knowl-
edge transformation in applied research (e.g. Gibbons 1994, Wiesmann et al. 2008).
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For such knowledge transformation, technical terms and practical formulations have been de-
veloped in the Idée suisse project. The transformation terminology symbolizes, on a small scale, 
the value a change of perspective adds to both theory and practice: developing tools to ground the 
theoretically conceivable in empirical experience — and to open practice to the unfamiliar, unex-
pected, but basically conceivable.

Practical solutions emerge when experienced journalists tackle complex and unexpected prob-
lems in critical situations within their daily routines. In an organization such as the broadcaster 
in the Idée suisse project, SRG, such solutions are not part of explicit organizational knowledge 
that management and staff can draw on, but have to be developed based on tacit knowledge (e.g. 
Agar, 2010; Polanyi, 1966). Locating and transforming this knowledge for the whole of SRG would 
augment the potential of organizational success in terms of both economic interests and public 
demands.

However, before micro findings from writing research at the workplace can be related to social 
findings, the self-concepts and intentions of organizations have to be clarified (e.g. Kelly-Holmes 
2010: 28–33). This is what the Idée suisse project did at the interface of its micro and macro anal-
yses. Four approaches of framing the discrepancy between policy expectations and management 
positions were evaluated. The one considered most appropriate, the tacit knowledge frame, calls for 
organizational knowledge transformation. Such transformation draws on knowledge derived from 
the bottom of the organization.

5.2 Framing divergence
In the Idée suisse project, a contradiction that was identified served as a trigger for further research 
and knowledge transformation. The approach was based on assumptions developed in the frame-
work of Transdisciplinary Action Research (e.g. Hirsch Hadorn et al. 2008, Lewin 1951). A basic 
assumption in this framework is systemic congruence: an organization succeeds if it wants and is 
able to do what it has to do. In other words: An organization’s situated activity can only be internally 
functional (i.e. contribute to the organization’s survival and growth), if it also is externally func-
tional (i.e. it meets environmental needs). This notion can be explained by contrasting the chosen 
tacit knowledge frame with its opposites: the hypocrisy frame, the consonance/dissonance frame, 
and the functional dysfunction frame (Figure 7).

Interpretation of the findings 
as …

Externally functional

− +

Internally functional + hypocrisy frame:
“two-faced but adequate“

tacit knowledge frame:
“promising“

− consonance/dissonance frame:
“failure“

functional dysfunction frame:
“irritating but adequate “

Figure 7. Matrix of approaches framing divergences in an organization’s structures and activities

In the hypocrisy frame, organizations such as SRG only survive due to their inner “hypocrisy” 
(Brunsson 2002): these organizations are exposed to contradictory expectations from their stake-
holders. To survive, they have to respond to all of these contradictory expectations — with integra-
tive talk but contradictory outputs, and with actions far removed from talk, provided by different, 
incongruently acting organizational units and roles. From an internal point of view, nothing needs 
to be changed, as long as no external stakeholder really commits the organization to doing what it is 
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expected to do. However, public service media are being increasingly scrutinized by external stake-
holders — conditions are less than ideal for SRG to survive in the hypocrisy frame.

In the consonance/dissonance frame, all of the units and levels of an organization should focus 
on and reach the same target. In this frame, the frustration of the management in the face of the 
perceived gap between public mandate and market demands would be taken as failure: In its deci-
sions and actions, the SRG management more or less fails to do what it claims in its public relations 
statements and what it is expected to do. By being externally dysfunctional, it is also internally dys-
functional. The global interpretation of the divergent project findings from modules A and B would 
be failure — difficult, if not impossible to change. In this frame, the end of public service media and 
all other institutions experiencing similar tensions would simply be a matter of time. The fact that 
such institutions survive shows that the consonance/dissonance frame is too simplistic.

In the functional dysfunction frame, disappointing communication is seen as an excellent trig-
ger for meta-communicative follow-up communication — and communication is what communi-
ties are built on. The apparent paradox, in other words, is that even by violating public expectations, 
the media in general and public media in particular contribute to public discourse and integration. 
From an external point of view, nothing would have to be changed, even though it may be less than 
motivating to work for a media organization whose output quality does not matter. In a wider con-
text of “deliberative” democracies (Habermas 1992), media are considered to offer reasonable com-
municational contributions to public discourse (e.g. Schudson 2008). By such a rationale, quality 
matters — and is enabled and ensured by public funding. Limiting public media’s role to functional 
dysfunction would fall short.

In the tacit knowledge frame, at least single exponents succeed in doing what the organization 
has to do. Through situated activity in seemingly contradictory social settings, they develop emer-
gent solutions bridging internal with external expectations. For the case of SRG this could mean 
that exponents such as experienced journalists develop and apply sophisticated strategies, practices, 
and routines of language use that meet both organizational and public needs at the same time. In 
doing so, they fill the gap left by the management. Sharing their knowledge would benefit the whole 
organization in bridging market pressure and policy expectations.

5.3 Macro level recommendations
In a tacit knowledge frame, management can foster workplace conditions that facilitate knowledge 
transformation instead of constraining it. From the Idée suisse findings, the project team drew the 
following five macro level recommendations for policy makers and media managers.

– Planning dynamically. Not surprisingly, a naïve view of language planning as top-down imple-
mentation of policies risks to fall short. Setting language policy — language “policing” — is 
better understood as the interplay of policy and practice (Blommaert et al. 2009: 203; Kelly-
Holmes, Moriarty & Pietikäinen 2009: 228). Preferred language use is oriented to shared goals 
and grounded in shared attitudes, knowledge, and methods. More surprisingly, neither media 
policy-makers nor media management seem to be aware of these problems related to attempts 
at top-down policing. Frustration on both sides — mandate is unrealistic vs. SRG is lazy — 
could be overcome by a more integrative, dynamic view of policing.

– Integrating practitioners. Practicing language policing dynamically and comprehensively 
means integrating those involved, as stakeholders of both the problems and the solutions. 
As could be shown in the Idée suisse project, experienced journalists contribute to promot-
ing public understanding by emergent solutions based on their tacit knowledge. Locally, they 
prove that public mandate and market demands can be bridged with appropriate attitudes, 
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knowledge, and methods. Knowing more about their approaches could help; first, it enables 
other practitioners to learn from their experience in the organization; second, it allows the 
managment to develop and radiate a positive, non-hypocritical view of the mandate; third, it 
shows the organization acting as public service provider; and finally, it helps media policy to 
legitimize public funding in the public interest.

– Fostering emergent solutions. Media policy-makers and media management need not know 
in detail how the mandate can be fulfilled. As one of the expert interviewees said, promoting 
public understanding starts in the newsrooms. However, there is no justification for media 
policy-makers and management not to know how to foster this creative approach to demand-
ing challenges in the organization and particularly in the newsrooms. This is where research 
can make a contribution.

– Transforming knowledge. If existing knowledge has not yet been released, then knowledge 
experts can help to identify and transform it. Researchers at the interface of applied linguis-
tics and research frameworks such as ethnography and Transdisciplinary Action Research are 
experienced at revealing “what works for whom in what circumstances” (e.g. Sealey & Carter 
2004: 197, drawing on Pawson & Tilley 1997), on reflecting on the “transferability” of such situ-
ated knowledge (Denzin & Lincoln 2000: 21–22), and at returning the knowledge to the organi-
zation in understandable and sustainable generalized forms, for example as ethnographically-
based narratives and typologies of critical situations and good practices.

– Scaling up. If a knowledge transformation approach is promising on the level of internal multi-
lingualism (i.e. promoting public understanding between societal groups such as the politically 
informed vs. uninformed), it is even more necessary on the level of external multilingualism 
(i.e. communication and understanding across linguistic regions). The interviews from the 
Idée suisse project’s macro level modules A and B show that the SRG management has been 
disappointed by practically all organizational measures taken at this level. For many media 
managers, practicing (external) multilingualism means wasting economic resources and fright-
ening the audience away. Again, more subtle, case-sensitive solutions from the ground floor are 
in high demand — even more so in the face of media convergence and increasing multilingual-
ism in glocalized and translocal newsflows (e.g. Perrin, 2011) as well as local diversity (e.g. 
Kelly-Holmes et al. 2009: 240).

Thus, the conditions for emergent solutions in newsteams need to be systematically improved top-
down by media policy and media management, and the tacit knowledge involved must be system-
atically identified bottom-up at the workplaces and then made available to the whole organization. 
Based on these recommendations, the Idée suisse stakeholders working in media policy, media 
management, media practice, and media research have established follow-up measures for knowl-
edge transformation, such as systematic organizational development, consulting, coaching, and 
training.

5.4 Proving that applied linguistics matters
Doing applied media linguistics means, for example, providing evidence that an experienced jour-
nalist can find emergent solutions to bridge market demands and the public mandate. By altering 
a single word, R.G. found a leitmotif that helped him overcome stereotypes and explain phenom-
ena from new perspectives (see above, Section 1). Analyzing such situated activity of newswrit-
ing systematically requires scientific knowledge from the competent disciplines. Linguistics is the 
key discipline for the analysis of human language and language use, applied linguistics focuses on 
real-world problems, media linguistics relates language use to media and public discourse (2) and 
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the linguistics of newswriting investigates production processes in the newsroom from an applied 
linguistics perspective (3).

Providing empirical evidence (4) that individual journalists can solve a problem that the media 
management feels overburdened with does not necessarily mean that these findings are a starting 
point for knowledge transformation (5). Depending on the organizational understanding, knowl-
edge from the bottom can be considered threatening, useless, or valuable. In the tacit knowledge 
approach applied in the Idée suisse project, individual solutions to handle critical situations were 
generalized as good practice models. Identifying and generalizing such knowledge presupposes that 
the practitioners’ and scientists’ diverse approaches to knowledge have been clarified. Only then 
can systematic knowledge transformation be implemented. Such transformation starts with clear 
concepts about newswriting and ends with the re-contextualization and solution of the problems 
addressed.

In this article, the mandate of promoting public understanding has illustrated the social rel-
evance of newswriting as a driver of public discourse and societal integration. News that reaches 
diverse audiences simultaneously can foster discourse across social and linguistic boundaries. How 
to do this was the research question of the Idée suisse project used as an example throughout the 
article — and is a key question for applied linguistics. It is only by facing such language-related prob-
lems that we can add social value and prove that applied linguistics matters (Knapp, this issue: 3).
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